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sweet tips for painting

Candy Canes
This month I wanted to share my tips and tricks for painting the perfect
candy cane! It’s amazing what a couple small things can do for something
like a candy cane design. Something as simple as using the right brush
can really speed things up, and painting just the right curve can make your
candycane look three dimensional!

Instead of tracing out the entire outline of the candycane, just use a filbert
brush that is as wide as you want your candycane to be. By starting on
either end and meeting in the middle, the round tip of
the filbert brush does the shaping for you. Add a thin
stripe of blue for some shading!

When painting the red stripes, use a flat brush for the cleanest edge and
consistent thickness. Make sure the white spaces are as wide as the red
stripes...except when going around the bend, where they
can be tighter on the inside, and more spaced on the outside.
Paint arched strokes, or in an s-shape as shown, to give the
candycane dimension. Straight stripes make it look flat! For even
more dimension, add a thin, white highlight opposite the blue shading.
If you really want to fancy it up, add a thin stripe of green. Don’t forget
the glitter...it makes them look extra sugary!
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“Like Us” on

Don’t paint
straight lines, or
your candy cane
will look flat.

Using a round
brush will give
you round edges.
Use a flat brush.

What ’s News?
On the Blog

Read about our collaboration with Charlie &
Violet Photography doing prenatal henna!
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Now Available:

Ornament
Flat
Brush
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For the first time ever, we are now offering
gift certificates in any amount!

Filbert
brush
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December Coupon Code!
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New Products:

We now have a new assortment of Christmas
word menu graphics to choose from! Pick your
favorites and I’ll make you a menu to print!
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Enter code CANDYCANE
at checkout. Shopping cart
must total $25 or more before
shipping and taxes. One
coupon code redemption
per customer.
Offer expires 12/31/15.
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